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1  Introduction
PaperKeys is a fully functional on-screen keyboard for macOS. It is designed for people with motor 

impairments and allows the user to type with speed and precision, using only a mouse or a mouse 

emulating device. The PaperKeys window floats on top of all other applications, giving the user 

virtually the same control as users of hardware keyboards have. 

PaperKeys has a built-in auto-completion engine. Currently, it supports both English and Ice-

landic. The keyboard predicts a word based on what you are typing at any given moment and offers 

corrections for misspelled words. If typing an English sentence, the keyboard suggests to you a 

word that is most likely the next word in the sentence. 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2  Project Description
On-screen keyboards are software based keyboards that allow users to type using a mouse. Many 

rely on such keyboards for everyday tasks, such as writing reports, communicating on social media 

and even to play video games. However, the market for such keyboards is limited and most of the 

available products either haven’t been updated in a long time, are expensive or don’t have any 

noteworthy features. 

The goal of the project is to develop a product for this particular market. The keyboard, which has 

received the working title PaperKeys, should work on macOS, float on top of all other applications, 

and provide the user with sensible and useful word predictions. 

2.1 Motivation
My name is Ragnar Þór Valgeirsson and I’m the developer of PaperKeys. I use an on-screen key-

board for everything from communicating with friends to developing high performance ap-

plications. The idea of creating a new keyboard came when I did a speed typing test, which showed 

that I type 21 words per minute (WPM). A coworker of mine did the same test (using a normal key-

board) and got just around 120 WPM, that is roughly 570% faster than I type. 

At the same time, I have been noticing that the keyboards that I use have not kept up with operat-

ing systems (OS) updates and have thus degraded in quality. A number of issues have been surfac-

ing over the past few months and the companies behind the most popular keyboards seem unin-

terested in deploying updates. I started looking for alternatives, better keyboards, but my search 

yielded no results and I decided that it was time for me to tackle this problem myself. 

2.2 Building Blocks
There are three building blocks that comprise the foundation of PaperKeys. These are: A User In-

terface (UI), an event system and a prediction engine. Each one of these components was devel-

oped in isolation and can be replaced without affecting the other parts of the application.  

"  
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2.2.1 User Interface
PaperKeys is designed with simplicity and elegance in mind. The keyboard window floats on top of 

other applications, guaranteeing access to it wherever and whenever the user needs it. The layout 

of the keyboard is based on the US keyboard layout that comes with Apple computers so that the 

user feels right at home when using it. The main difference being that instead of showing different 

character groups simultaneously on each key, PaperKeys only shows one character per key and 

changes that based on which modifier is being held down. 

2.2.2 Event System
To send characters from PaperKeys to active applications, I utilise virtual key codes which are 

hardware-independent, unsigned integers that represent character positions on an idealised key-

board. Then, I create a keyboard event by combining key codes with corresponding modifier 

masks. All this to generate the correct character based on which language is selected by the user in 

the system settings. Finally, the event is passed to the operating system’s event queue which han-

dles triggering the native keyboard event. 

2.2.3 Predictions
A cornerstone concept in the keyboard’s design is the prediction engine. It allows the user to type 

out words more quickly than simply by pressing each character key, one at time.  

The prediction engine has two key components: The suggestion engine and the correction engine. 

The suggestion engine suggests a word completion based on a common prefix, whereas the correc-

tion engine suggests corrections based on misspelled words. If the suggestion engine fails to sug-

gest a word, the correction engine takes over. 

 "  

In this first version, PaperKeys ships with both English and Icelandic dictionaries and it switches 

between these automatically. The user can also configure how many predictions are visible at any 

given time and toggle on or off language support. 

If the user has written a word in English, then PaperKeys suggests a next word. 
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3  Development
Developing an on-screen keyboard requires a specific toolset. The keyboard should always float on 

top of other windows without taking focus and it needs to interpret mouse events in order to 

transform them into native keyboard events which are passed down to the operating system. 

Before I started development, I made few prototypes, trying out different platforms in order to get 

a sense of which one would be the best choice for this project. After reading about different plat-

forms and specifically trying out Swift, Electron and React Native for macOS, I decided to go with  

Swift since it has built-in access to most OS APIs.  

3.1 Prediction engine
The prediction engine is programmed entirely in Swift and is the result of research, trial and error. 

It has two components: the suggestion engine and the correction engine. At the core of both en-

gines is a frequency dictionary. Each engine parses this dictionary into specific data structures 

which are subsequently used to generate the most likely suggestions based on user input. 

3.1.1 Suggestion Engine
The suggestion engine is the simpler of the two. It stores the dictionary as an array of strings, 

which is sorted by usage frequency, and then simply filtered by a specific prefix. This simple algo-

rithm always returns an array of likely word completions based on the specified prefix and the 

word’s usage frequency. 

However, this implementation is not optimal. Instead of storing the entire dictionary in memory 

word-for-word, it can be stored in a prefix tree, such as a Trie, thus eliminating all common prefix-

es. This would decrease memory usage drastically. Additional data, such as usage frequency, can be 

stored in the leaf nodes of the Trie since they always represent a unique word, allowing prefix 

queries, ordered by usage frequency. 

I couldn’t finish implementing a Trie due to time constraints but it will be included in the first  

version of PaperKeys that will be shipped to testers. 

3.1.2 Corrections
The corrections engine is based on Levenshtein distances and a Burkhard-Keller tree (BK-tree). A 

Levenshtein distance is a string metric that indicates the minimum number of single character 

edits (insertions, deletions or substitutions) required to transform one word into another. For ex-
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ample, the Levenshtein distance between the “example” and “simple” is 3 (“e” is deleted, “x” sub-

stituted for “s” and “a” substituted for “i”). 

In order to allow fuzzy search of incorrect words in the dictionary, I construct a BK-tree by pre-

calculating the Levenshtein distances between the words in the dictionary. A BK-tree is a simple 

K-ary tree. The root of the tree is any random word from the dictionary and the child nodes are 

connected to their parents by the Levenshtein distance of the two nodes. 

"  

To get correction suggestions, I then recursively query the tree and return all nodes that are a cer-

tain Levenshtein distance away from the search term. Specifically, a node is included in the result 

if and only if it’s in the range of d – n and d + n, where d is the Levenshtein distance from the cur-

rent word and the search term and n is the maximum edit distance allowed. 

This data structure works really well with dictionaries that are of moderate size. However, once a 

proper frequency dictionary is added to the project, then the BK-tree will consume too much 

memory and it will not be a feasible choice anymore. At that point, it will probably be better to 

create and utilise an automaton such as a Levenshtein automaton. 

3.2 Event System
The event system handles communications between the OS and the UI. At the core of the event 

system is a function that creates events from specified virtual key codes. The events that are re-

turned from the create function represent key up and down events. They can be modified by call-

ing the modify function which applies all modifiers that are currently being pressed, eg shift and 

command, to the specified event. Finally, a key event can be dispatched to the OS by calling the 

post function. 

What was not apparent at the start of the project, and when I chose to use Swift, was that some 

low-level APIs had been deprecated and are only available in Objective-C at this point. This in-
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cludes a method for translating virtual key codes to ASCII characters, as well as means to deter-

mine which language is user selected at the OS level. In order to get around this problem, I had to 

program these particular parts of PaperKeys in Objective-C. 

Additionally, due to time constraints, I couldn’t create a fully functional solution that would type 

out complete words from the prediction engine and decided to revert to a simpler solution, for 

now. Instead of typing out the words, it copies the word difference to the clipboard and performs a 

paste operation in the active application. This will be the first thing to get replaced in the next 

version of PaperKeys. 

3.3 User Interface
Even though PaperKeys does not support multiple layouts at this point, future versions will. I de-

signed a simple data structure for defining keys based on their virtual key code values. The only 

assumption is that the top row of the keyboard contains smaller buttons (the function keys) than 

the rest of the keyboard. This can easily be changed in future versions. Otherwise, all buttons are 

positioned and sized dynamically based on the size of the keyboard, the number of rows of keys 

and how big they should be compared to sibling keys. 

All of the buttons inherit from the native NSButton class but have some extended behaviour. For 

example, they all know which virtual key code they are bound to. Furthermore, they override the 

mouse handlers and perform some tasks such as posting keyboard events on behalf of the applica-

tion to the OS. 

4  Project Management
4.1 Tasks
I decided to use a Kanban-like methodology and Trello for managing the project. Each task was 

created and categorised in one of the five backlog categories: 

- Behaviour: Task that were related to user experience and the Event system.  

- Predictions: Everything to do with suggesting and correcting words. 

- User interface: Strictly tasks concerning the look and style of the keyboard. 

- Think-tank: Ideas for the future. 

- Other: Task related to project management, eg writing reports and planing. 

Additionally, there was a category for issues and for things that are completed, called Bugs and 

Done respectively. 
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Minor tasks were written as temporary comments in the codebase, which was fine since there was 

only a single developer. Later, when implemented, they were erased and never committed to the 

repository.  

4.2 Time tracking
I used Harvest for tracking the time I worked on the project. Different tasks were logged as either 

“Project management”, “Development” or “Meetings” depending on what I was doing. 

5  Progress
The project started officially on 8th September, when an instructor was assigned. Before that 

point, the only work that had been carried out was a proof of concept prototype which confirmed 

that native OS APIs existed. 

5.1 September

"

All of September went into choosing the correct infrastructure. I tried out multiple different tech-

nology stacks, including Swift, Electron and React Native for Mac. All of them comprise different 

advantages and disadvantages. Swift, for example, made it easy to create a window that floated on 

top of other application windows and moreover, Swift is baked right into the operating system, so 

it has an easy access to all of the low-level I/O APIs. The downside of it was that layouting was 

more tricky than using web-based technologies, such as the flexbox API, which is available in 

Electron and React Native. After creating prototypes in each platform, I concluded that the layout 

problem would be easier to tackle than the access to the operating system and decided to go with 

Swift. 

A lot of time went into deciding what the application should do and what it shouldn’t do. To get a 

better sense of features and flaws, I tried out a lot of competitor applications to find what worked 
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and what didn’t. I then either incorporated said findings into the keyboard directly, or added a task 

to the backlog for future implementation. 

5.2 October

"  

An alpha version was released in October. This first version was mainly concerned with getting a 

window to float on top of other applications, primary I/O mechanics and basic user interface (UI) 

styling. Additionally, this version showcased a proof of concept suggestion engine that made pre-

dictions on what word was being typed and printed it out to the console. 

I created the alpha layout in Interface Builder [Xcode’s design tool] which allowed for a quick iter-

ation on the UI and easy integration with controller code. The suggestion engine simply loaded a 

frequency dictionary into memory and then pulled out five most-likely words. The purpose it 

served had more to do with knowing what was being typed than actually predicting anything sen-

sible. 

The month ended in a status meeting and a presentation where this progress was showcased and 

feedback received on how to move forward. 
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5.3 November

�
Start of November was focused on improving the stability of the product and making a good base 

for features to come. I added unit tests to both the suggestion- and caching engine. I also looked 

into setting up Continuous Integration (CI), but had problems with the Swift build environment, 

so I decided against pursuing that at that time. Later, I found out that both Travis and CircleCI 

have an Objective-C environment that supposedly works with Swift. 

A lot of time went into research on how to improve the suggestion engine correctness and still 

keep memory usage at a minimum. I looked into some interesting data structures like Tries, Radix 

trees and BK-trees. Those data structures, in combination with Levenshtein distances, could im-

prove the prediction correctness drastically. I followed up by implementing a Trie prototype in 

Swift and it showed promising results. 

5.4 December

�
Fixing the UI turned out to be much harder than originally anticipated. Cocoa (Apple’s operating 

system API) is strict on their UI guidelines and doesn’t have a good API for dealing with custom 

buttons, sizing and placement. To get around this limitation, I created a data structure and a pro-
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tocol for the developer to specify the placement and size of buttons, relative to their sibling but-

tons. Additionally, the added benefit of this protocol is that different keyboard layouts can be 

added very easily in the future. 

I added support for the correction engine as well. It makes use of Levenshtein distances and a BK 

tree in order to suggest corrections for misspelled words. This was largely implemented based on 

research that I did in November. 

The last weeks were dedicated to bug fixes, writing reports and preparing for the final presenta-

tion of PaperKeys. 

5.5 Summary

�
I have logged 292.81 hours and implemented the most critical feature requests. Some required a 

lot of research while others have been a tried, tested and reiterated upon. 
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6  Summary
Despite a slow start, I believe that the project took off and concludes with a fine product. I have 

been using PaperKeys exclusively for the past two weeks is, while developing it and writing this 

report. I’m already seeing significant speed improvements. Earlier I mentioned that my WPM was 

21 while using the old on-screen keyboard. Now, using PaperKeys, I am typing 30 words per 

minute, which is roughly 40% increase in speed. 

There are a lot of things that can improve the keyboard and I’ve only just scratched the surface. 

Interesting correction algorithms such as the Levenshtein automaton and the Soundex algorithm 

(a phonetic algorithm), combined with a larger frequency dictionary, say of 2 million words, will 

improve the predictions and suggestions dramatically. Word boundary errors could be introduced 

in order to suggest corrections like “the cat” instead of “thecat”. That combined with N-grams 

(word partials) would be an interesting addition to the prediction engine. 

I have learned a lot from developing PaperKeys, especially about the internals of macOS and nat-

ural language processing. My main takeaway is that simple things tend to be hard while difficult 

problems were surprisingly simple to solve. 

A beta version is set to be deployed to testers in late January, next year. Beyond that, a paid ver-

sion will be sold in the Mac App Store if testing yields positive results. 
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Appendix A
Task list

Task Category Status

BK-tree implementation with Levenshtein distances. Predictions Done

Code cleanup. Other Done

Deploy alpha release Other Done

User preferences. Behaviour Done

An Icon User Interface Done

Package a version for testing Other Done

Name the project something sensible. Other Done

Fix the spacing on the suggestion buttons. They should stretch out over 
the entire width of the keyboard

User Interface Done

Figure out a way to store dictionaries in a space optimized manner 
while preserving prefix lookup time.

Predictions Done

Keys should update their view based on modifiers Behaviour Done

Get some tester Other Done

Mouse clicks should be affected by the modifier masks Behaviour Done

UI should be semitransparent User Interface Done

Update display on backspace, delete, enter, etc. Behaviour Done

Auto suggestion should show up-to 3 "closest" next word suggestions. Predictions Done

Clicking on suggestions should autofill them (type out the word) Behaviour Done

Left and right shift buttons should be linked. They now portray a weird, 
unexpected behaviour.

Behaviour Done

The keyboard should release a modifier key if only pressed once before 
typing a letter.

Behaviour Done

Dispatch new events quickly Behaviour Done

Add missing characters Behaviour Done

Should work on macOS 10.11.x (Yosemite) Other Done

Setup / find a frequency dictionary for Icelandic and English Predictions Done

A small view should keep track of previously typed words. User Interface Done

Typed characters should be cached for auto-correction / suggestion 
engine.

Predictions Done

Keyboard should have modifier keys Behaviour Done

Setup a GitHub repository Other Done

Keyboard layout should be fixed to an american keyboard layout. User Interface Done
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[Native] Keyboard events need to be triggered on the click of a button. Behaviour Done

The keyboard should have a single, non-activatable window that is 
always on top of other applications.

Behaviour Done

Decide on infrastructure Other Done

Design a stage-zero prototype Other Done

Choose a distributed version control system Other Done

Write a report on Project Workflow Other Done

Application aware predictions. Use the NSWorkspace API to 
store sentences based on which application they were written in.

Predictions

Save user typed words to the prediction engine Predictions

Add word boundary error detection Predictions

Implement a Trie for the suggestion engine Predictions

PaperKeys should type out words from the prediction engine instead of 
cluttering up the user’s clipboard.

Behaviour

Key repeat should work for all keys except modifier keys Behaviour

Sound effects on key up / down Behaviour

There shouldn't be an icon in the dock User Interface

Learn user's vocabulary Predictions

Save the frequency dictionary to a cloud storage for backup Think-tank

Swipe typing feature Think-tank

Plugin hooks Think-tank

Allow users to choose different layout? Think-tank

Task Category Status
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Appendix B
Issue tracker

Issue Description

Keyboard takes focus when it’s being moved. The correct behaviour would be to not take focus or 
at least release it as soon as the mouse releases the 
window.

Modifier keys and keyboard shortcuts affect 
PaperKeys.

PaperKeys should ignore most keyboard 
shortcuts since this can lead to unexpected 
behaviour, like hiding the keyboard window or 
clicking the application while holding down 
modifier keys.

Masking mouse events does not work on 
Yosemite. Works correctly on El Capitan and 
Sierra.

For example holding down the control key while 
clicking the left mouse button should trigger the 
right mouse click event.
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Appendix C
Timesheet

Date Task Hours

September 3, 2016 Development 6,0

September 4, 2016 Development 7,0

September 13, 2016 Development 2,0

September 14, 2016 Meetings 0,4

September 14, 2016 Development 0,3

September 17, 2016 Project Management 6,0

September 18, 2016 Project Management 6,1

September 19, 2016 Project Management 4,6

September 20, 2016 Development 4,4

September 21, 2016 Project Management 0,7

September 22, 2016 Meetings 0,5

September 27, 2016 Development 4,3

September 29, 2016 Meetings 0,5

October 1, 2016 Development 7,3

October 4, 2016 Development 3,4

October 5, 2016 Development 1,3

October 6, 2016 Development 1,2

October 7, 2016 Development 4,0

October 8, 2016 Development 8,0

October 9, 2016 Development 8,0

October 10, 2016 Development 3,0

October 18, 2016 Development 4,0

October 19, 2016 Development 8,0

October 20, 2016 Development 9,0

October 21, 2016 Project Management 5,0

October 21, 2016 Meetings 1,0

October 23, 2016 Development 0,7

October 25, 2016 Project Management 3,3

October 27, 2016 Project Management 2,0
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October 28, 2016 Project Management 0,9

October 29, 2016 Project Management 2,3

October 31, 2016 Project Management 2,1

November 1, 2016 Project Management 3,7

November 5, 2016 Project Management 4,0

November 6, 2016 Project Management 2,0

November 8, 2016 Project Management 2,3

November 23, 2016 Development 9,3

November 24, 2016 Development 10,0

November 29, 2016 Development 3,0

November 30, 2016 Development 5,6

December 1, 2016 Development 0,7

December 4, 2016 Development 9,6

December 5, 2016 Development 8,0

December 6, 2016 Development 14,8

December 7, 2016 Development 12,7

December 8, 2016 Development 12,6

December 9, 2016 Development 13,3

December 10, 2016 Project Management 10,9

December 11, 2016 Development 14,5

December 12, 2016 Project Management 12,6

December 13, 2016 Project Management 11,3

December 14, 2016 Project Management 13,2

December 15, 2016 Project Management 1,5

Date Task Hours
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